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ELLIE KEEN YOUNG

BEACH DRAWING

While you’re at the beach, take a moment…can you hear the 
seagulls squawking; can you taste the refreshing flavours of an 
the ice cream as it drips over the cone, can you feel the seaweed 
between your toes as you paddle through the waves. As sticky 
and sandy as this is, it’s fun to play around and get messy at the 
beach, so while you’re there, get creative and tick off this list so 
you know you had fun!

· Write your name on the slopes using a piece of white chalk 
found on the beach.

· Draw some patterns in the sand using your fingers or a spade.

· Use seaweed and shells to create a seagull, crab or fish!

Extra activity

· See if you can find funny faces in the chalk.
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Watch where you’re stepping! Lots of different types of shells are 
found along The Estuary, all the way to the Kentish Coast, you can 
find the likes of:

Small Oysters Shells

Tulip Shell

Razor Clams

Limpet Shells

Mussel Shells



JAKUB BARAN

MARKED

While walking, stray off given path

Follow your sense of curiosity in the search of a mark left behind

A)- Take a picture of the mark and ponder its origin

B)- If the mark is nowhere to be found, create one

Estuary 2021

ON A SUNNY DAY

Follow your shadow for about 100 paces or until you -

Find a malleable surface to cast your shadow upon

Mark the outline of your silhouette

Make your shadow a friend

Estuary 2021
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JEN REED

THINGS LOST AND 

FOUND
Walking and cycling along the estuary with my dogs has provided 
so much artistic inspiration. The ever-changing environment is 
great to just look at and explore.

One of my favourite things is to look for interesting lost objects 
and make a photographic record of them. The ‘Lost Soles’ pro-
ject is one I’ve been working on for many years and I now have 
around 200 images of abandoned shoes. Each time I find one, I 
try to imagine the person the shoes belonged to and the story of
how it came to be lost.

Could you find a lost or interesting object and make up your own 
story about it? Please send us a photo of your object, draw it or 
write or draw a story you have created about it.
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THE QUIET SKY
The views along the estuary are especially good for cloud gazing.
From industrial to wide-open natural sea and landscapes, there is 
often a wide-open space where we can really enjoy the peace and
drama of the sky.

Pareidolia is the word that describes our tendency to give mean-
ings to patterns and shapes in the clouds. What objects or
people they look like to us.

If it is safe to do so, you might like to sit or lie back for a few mo-
ments and gaze up into the sky. (Never look at the sun though
as it can permanently damage your eyes!)

Breathing easily and naturally, noticing the gentle rise and fall of 
your body with your breath. What do you see in the clouds?

What shapes, patterns and colours? Be aware of the continuous 
changing flow of the skyscape, rest and relax or share your expe-
riences with your companions. What do they see?

We would love to see any skyscape images you have created or 
captured and share what the image means to you.
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SALLY COUCHMAN

TOKENS
If you look carefully, you might find a treasure that that has 
washed up along the Estuary. Mud larkers have found tokens that 
date back to the 17th century. Some are love tokens, others are 
trader tokens. Love tokens have names carved into crooked or 
bent coins to be given to someone they love. If the token is kept 
the affection was reciprocated but if discarded it meant rejection. 
If you are lucky enough to find a love token on the Estuary shore-
line, was that love reciprocated hundreds of years ago, or was it 
thrown away?

Trader tokens were mainly circular although there were rarer 
shapes like heart, diamond and octagonal, with a trade name, 
crest, or symbol, these date back to 1648 cast from lead to other 
metals including copper. The tokens were issued in lieu of short-
change due to shortage of small coins and could be used to 
exchange goods for things like bread and beer. The estuary offers 
a rich source of history and behind each piece of treasure found 
there is a story to be discovered. Maybe you can make some his-
tory.

Can you make a token inspired by the estuary? Do you have your 
own memories to inspire you? Can you mark it with something 
personal or important you want to share? Will you give your token 
away or leave it for someone to find? Tokens I made are below, 
with instructions to make your own.

These tokens were made from airdry clay and painted with acrylic 
paint and metallic ink.

Materials needed.

1. Airdry clay, sculpting tools (or blunt knife, sticks etc),
2. Rolling pin or bottle to roll flat,
3. Round lid chosen size of the token you want, or you could  
 use cookie cutters. 
4. Acrylic paint choice of colours
5. Sealer (PVA)

Instructions.

1. Cut off a piece of airdry clay approx size of token.
2. roll out flat, cut out shape around lid or with cutter.
3. begin to carve out with a pointed tool like a cocktail stick,  
 carefully as it will create drag.
4. When you have finished your design. Leave to dry slowly  
 in a dry place but not hot around 12-24hrs.
5. Paint with chose colour or colours.
6. Leave to dry.
7. Seal with sealer or I find PVA is ok.
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MEMORIES OF FAR

FAR AWAY
I have a lot of fond memories growing up spending weekends 
with my family sailing along the estuary. 

We would visit many places, Lower Halstow, Queenborough, 
Stangate creek and Burntwick Island sometimes we would venture 
further up to St Katherine’s Dock and Brightlingsea all of these 
have their own stories.

 Burntwick island, affectionately named “bottle island”, memories 
of exploring and finding half buried bottles of beautiful cobalt 
blues and emerald greens, finding one which was whole was truly 
a lucky find to add to our collection of treasures.

Sailing along by the power of wind and  to the safety and peace of 
Stangate Creek, to moor up for the night.

 Dad dropping anchor, the sound of a whistling kettle as mum in 
the galley making tea and cutting a tasty slice of homemade cake, 
sitting cross legged in the cockpit I remember the sounds of the 
wading birds, the clanking of the mast, wind flapping on the sails 
and whistling through the rigging, our little haven for the night 
on board our boat, dingy trips to the mudflats, watching swarms 
of jellyfish make their crossings.   Completely alone in the mid-
dle of the creek with just the sea, sky and birds surrounded by 
marshland watching the sunset as we ate cake and planned our 
trip for the next day. 

Sometimes at night when we would row ashore to the pub, as the 
oars paddled through the water it would light up and sparkle,  
(this is called Bioluminescence from algae) I remember it feeling 
magical in another world far far away. Then drifting off to sleep at 
night listening to the gentle lapping of water under the boat.

Painting by my Dad.
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TIFFANY TU

STONE STACKING 

LANDMARKS
Type: Interactive project 
Age range: All age group
Material: Any object found by the beach such as chalk, stones, 
pebbles, or shells
Place and time: Anywhere any time (as long as there are stones in 
your hands)
Duration: 10 to 60 minutes (as long as you are engaged)
Steps: pick up stones found by the beach, stack them vertically or 
horizontally (as creative as you like), add on, and see it grow! 

You are at the beach, suddenly you find yourself greeted by the 
vast water in front of you, the sky is clear, the sun shining and 
cold wind blowing.

Summer, it is!!!!!

You look down to your box of fish and chips, to the seagulls pa-
trolling around you either waiting to be fed or to steal any bites 
falling from your fingers. The sound of seagulls singing, waves 
crashing and the sound of pebbles crunching against the soft 
sand under your feet. 

It is time to record the moment to share on social media - a pic-
ture to prove your existence.

However, is the picture enough to suffice? Why not leave a trace 
behind and make your trip to the beach a bit more memorable, 
fun, and interactive?

Task

The task is easy: Try and pick up some pebbles and chalk around 
you and build your own landmark out of them. Remember, the 
more visible it is the better!

The idea is to build your landmark as stacks of stones or lines 
of a pattern on the beach and invite others to join when they see 
your landmark as they pass by.

This activity is the intrigue public participation, whether from 
the festival or just chance travellers. Whenever a stack of stone 
is sighted, it intrigues more people to join and build one of their 
own. Join now and make the conversation possible! Come back 
after some time and see if your masterpiece has grown or fallen 
back to nature!
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VICKI SALMI

BEACHCOMB AND 

CREATE
My name is Vicki and I am mixed media visual artist. My work is 
about seeing pictures and creating them. I’m more interested in 
abstract forms and mark making than I am in creating realistic 
images, something that allows the viewer to discover their own 
view or wonder a while.

The way I create is from experimenting and often creating a lot 
of, what I like to call ‘mess’ but what is really, mostly a lot of pa-
per based prints, drawings and text that become the base mate-
rial for larger mixed media collages that I will then work into to 
draw out shape and form.

With this in mind, I am suggesting an activity of parts culminating 
in the sum of all, which you can choose to do individually or in 
total. These include, drawing, printing and collage.

First of all you need to go to the beach and grab some supplies 
(e.g. shells, stones, feathers, washed up plastic etc., maybe take 
a couple of photos of things that interest you for reference for 
drawing or to print and use in a collage)

PLASTICINE 

PRINTING
Materials

• Plasticine
• Ink Pad
• Paper
• Found Objects such as shells and feathers
 
Instructions

1. Roll out a piece of plasticine about 1cm thick
2. Press your object into it – for shells roll the surface   
 of the shell over the plasticine to get the texture
3. Pat the ink pad over the surface of the plasticine
4. Place the plasticine face down on the paper (you   
 should be able to do 2 or 3 prints before you need to ink  
 up again).
5. Repeat as many times as you want.
 When you want to do a different object, roll the plasticine  
 up and repeat as above.
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MONO PRINTING
• Try brushing or rolling some acrylic or poster paint direct- 
 ly on to your found items to print directly onto paper.

• Or lay flat items such as seaweed onto a piece of paper  
 covered in wet paint and then lay another piece of paper  
 on top to make a monoprint. You can use both bits of  
 paper as a basis for a picture or to cut up for a collage.

• Have a go at doing a simple outline sketch. You can use  
 this as a template to cut out shapes from your monoprints  
 or coloured paper to collage with.

• Any scraps of printing or drawing that you don’t like can  
 always be cut or torn to make a new picture in a collage

• Now cut some shapes out and then try arranging it all and  
 layering up until you have a picture that reminds you of  
 your time beachcombing.

FINISHED PIECES
Here are four pictures that I created from my visit to the beach.
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Ellie Keen Young

Ellie works with a variety of printmak-
ing techniques and digital design and 
is currently studying Fine Art at UCA 
Canterbury. Being a part of The Estu-
ary Festival has inspired her to work 
physically with shells, seaweed and 
sand, creating drawings of seaside 
marine life. Through her charismat-
ic coastal and oceanic imagery using 
nautical navy blues, rusty oranges and 
pale yellows, she creates a direct link 
to communicating the familiar scenes 
found along the beach.

instagram: @waxosurf

Jakub Baran

Jakub Baran, an artist working mainly 
with photography and performance, 
aims to explore the boundaries of the 
observed and the unobserved. Shift-
ing focus to the overlooked through 
framing or the exploration of current 
surroundings, his work engages and 
interacts with those elements that 
captures an interest towards the new 
and unknown. Through subtle but 
intimate connections between objects 
and their found spaces, Estuary 2021 
has offered a great opportunity to 
involve visitors in Jakub’s search for 
leftovers and the overlooked.

Jen Reed

Jen Reed is a photographer and crea-
tor of architectural, sculptural assem-
blages.  These play with colour, light, 
refraction and reflection. Inspired by 
Minimalism and geometry, they invite 
the viewer to visually explore the ob-
jects and allow their own image to be-
come part of the artwork. The estuary 
is an important part of everyday life to 
the artist, providing an ever-changing, 
rugged playground in which to make 
memories, connect with nature and 
search for the unexpected. 

Sally Couchman

Sally Couchman is a visual artist 
currently studying Fine Art at UCA 
Canterbury. Preferring to use autom-
atism, a technique used to generate 
marks and shapes without conscious 
thought, she is fascinated by what 
emerges from this process.  Believing 
all humans tend to be drawn to hu-
man traits and anthropomorphism, 
her drawings result in a combination 
of architectural and figurative images, 
with recent work pushing this process 
into a more physical form through 
sculpture and bas relief. The Estuary 
has provided a rich source of ideas, 
drawing on memories of the past.

instagram: @sallysaladcreations

ARTIST STATEMENTS
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Tiffany Tu

Tiffany Tu works with the idea of 
documenting time through traces, the 
marks one leaves behind. She em-
phasizes this use of mark-making by 
the hands-on processes of wrapping, 
tying, knotting, and embroidery, mak-
ing sculptures and installations from 
found objects and materials such as 
wood, fabric, and clay. The landscape 
of Estuary, especially Margate and 
Broadstairs, have inspired her to en-
courage others to make traces of their 
presence through stacking patterns of 
stones on the beach.

instagram: @tu.tiffany.9

Vicki Salmi

Vicki Salmi is a mixed media visual 
artist working with abstraction, grif-
fonage, mark making, palimpsest and 
bricolage. She uses accessible mate-
rials to paint, print and sew as well as 
some digital work that allow for fre-
netic, spontaneous experimentation, 
producing multi-layered 2D and 3D 
creations. She is particularly interested 
in the line between chaos and order. 
The Estuary has given a fresh per-
spective on the possibilities of natural 
objects as tools for mark-making.

instagram: @vickisalmi

Sapphire Pearl

Sapphire Pearl Ivory is a Year 2 Graph-
ic design student at UCA Canterbury. 
Mostly known as Saff or Saffy, she is 
trying to learn the ins and outs of the 
design industry, working with editing, 
designing, advertising, motion graph-
ics, spatial & branding.  Saffy enjoys 
all aspects of Graphic Design and for 
Estuary Imaginarium she is contribut-
ing the motion graphics to the project. 

instagram: @saphs_graphic_design

Jacob Greshoff

Jay Xavier Greshoff is a second-year 
graphic design student studying at 
UCA Canterbury, he has worked in 
print, type and editorial design and 
has an interest in working in design 
for graphics in advertising after grad-
uating. He has recently given a lot of 
attention to his work in typography 
and that is what he has contributed to 
the Estuary Project.

instagram: @jacobgreshoffgraphics
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Zak Gray

Zak Gray is currently in his second 
year studying Graphic Design. With an 
interest in page layouts, photography, 
illustration and collage he hopes to be 
able to explore and experiment with 
the definitions of these practices and 
play with the conventions surround-
ing the topic of visual communication. 
More broadly he feels most fulfilment 
in working with others and contribut-
ing to social action where design can 
play a fundamental role in developing 
understanding and empathy.

instagram: @zak__gray
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Activities included in Estuary Imaginarium were developed in 
conversation with Artrack in Gravesend, a specialist art studio for 
autistic adults, supported by The National Autistic Society.
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